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Kemitt Launches A New B2B Platform  

Kemitt today announces the launch of a B2B marketplace for furniture, home 

accessories, and materials. Ranging from living room sets to bedroom sets, and from 

dining room tables to office desks, and even raw materials for furniture manufacturing, 

Kemitt has it all. The new platform is the first of its kind on the market, giving access to 

thousands of pieces of furniture from hundreds of suppliers. 

Kemitt’s flagship, the B2C platform allows Customers to access over 30,000 
SKU, with on-demand manufacturing and 7-12 days delivery to their 
doorstep. Kemitt saves customers from having to explore showrooms and furniture 
stores. By fully digitizing the shopping experience and using the best tech in the 
market while offering all payment and financing plans. “We are pleased to be able to 
announce the launch of our new b2b platform. This will be a real game changer in the 
furniture industry and I am sure you will all agree that we are genuinely excited about 
the way it is going to bring together manufacturers, suppliers, businesses, micro-
financing leaders, and all the industry stakeholders in one place. This is an important 
step in the evolution of our business and we hope you will join us on this journey”. Said 
Mahmoud Fouad, Kemitt’s CEO and Co-Founder.  

Kemitt makes furniture and materials procurement simple and easy by providing an all-
in-one B2B platform where businesses can browse, discover and request quotations of 
products from their favorite of over 400+ supplier, then receive a quotation with the 
prices & timeframes within 48 hours. The client will also have the access to several 
financial solutions and payment options including installment plans. With Kemitt 
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Business, retailers and businesses have a faster and easier path to get instant 
quotations. 

Mohamed Hedayat, Kemitt’s Managing Director and Co-Founder mentioned “In a 
world where consumers are more savvy than ever, it's no surprise that they're 
demanding more when it comes to their purchases.This new platform is a part of 
Kemitt’s vision of building the one-stop tech solution for furniture industry, where 
manufacturers and distributors to place large orders that will allow it to deliver 
solutions for retailers and distributors alike”.  

Through this, the new business-to-business platform is a part of Kemitt’s mission to 
digitize the furniture industry by introducing an innovative solution that manages the 
entire furniture supply chain from design to delivery. It provides manufacturers with the 
tools they need to sell directly to retailers, while giving retailers unprecedented access 
to thousands of products from hundreds of manufacturers. 

New B2B Platform Link: www.Kemitt.business 
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